Women’s Singles Contrasting styles
Jada Okoye– Starts in the first of her 3 finals. She’s strong and will need to be.
Good athlete and competitor will look to be aggressive.

Tania Freire Galivanes– A former club champion equally anupand coming
junior, solid from the ground and will look make lots of balls in.

Men’s Singles 60 Plus
Charlie Ferber– Will look to use his technical know-how to produce good
serving and variety to disrupt his opponent.

Emanuel Mond– Finalist last year, a classic stroke maker and possessing a
good left handed spin service combining with a strong forehand.

Boy’s Singles 16 and Under—Young Guns
Archie Campion– Steps up an age group after a convincing campaign winning
the Middlesex County 12 and under Title. Tall rangy and powerful.
Joshua Imber– A pedigree player he also performed well in the Middlesex 14
and under event. Full of flair and feel and good left hander. With great variety.

Mixed Doubles
Belhomme/Jacobs– Regulars in club finals both possess a flair game bring
excellent net coverage and serving to the table and their experience will
prove a good test.
Campion/Sueppel—Strong juniors both. Fast groundstrokes and Sophie a
former Women’s Champ will make his a real contrast of styles.

Men’s Doubles
Power Game
Metadier/Pourquery– An all French team Benjamin with his solid game will
complement Pierre’s extravagance , a real musketeer in Tennis terms.
Collins/Ramphal– Powerful duo Matt and Amit will look to dominate with
their serving and return skills-regulars in our teams all.

Women’s 40 Plus
Amanda Jacobs– Will use her previous Finals experience as a recent
champion excellent forehand and attacking skills.
Kate Ormandy– Super reliable game makes Kate a real tough opponent. Solid
skills and excellent tactics. Can her success from last year’s Mixed Doubles
translates to Singles.

Men’s 45 Doubles Hotly contested title
Belhomme/Dan Oakley– Current champions , Dan possesses a mean serve
and groundstrokes to complement Benoit’s net skills.
Fitch/Glynne– Excellent team performers this season. Similar skill sets,
Simon has an excellent serve, Robert quick and agile round the court with a
good all court game.

Women’s Doubles Groundstrokes v Volleys
Ormandy/Taub– Can these experienced team players use their tactical skills
to good effect and bring their volley game into play against the youngsters.

Freire-Galivanes/Okoye –Posessing aggressive groundstrokes it will be an
interesting foil against their opponents solid doubles game.

Girls’ 16 and Under
Alexsandra Bonilla– Fantastically smooth player with a calm attitude. Very
solid and efficient groundstrokes and will prove a real challenger.
Jada Okoye– Looking at the second match of the day she will surely need all
her powers of focus concentration and determination.

Boy’s 12 and Under Ones to watch
Denzell Darkey– When not training with his dad he has been trailblazing the
tournament scene being one of the best in his 10 and under age group.
Possesses all the shots and technically superb as well as a good competitor.

Zeb Imber– Equally he has been going toe to toe in practice will Denzell so
will be a great match, excellent shot variety and skills.

Men’s 60 Plus Doubles
Korda/Gerrard– Joker in the pack unconventional Ilan joins forces with a
slick Bradley making this a contrasting partnership.
Bach/Ferber– Gentleman Jonathan a chandos stalwart will bring his
enthusiasm to the court, partnered by competitive Charlie will look to
challenge.

Men’s Singles

Top Quality from a strong Men’s Draw

Benjamin Metadier– Super efficient an excellent all round game honed in
France where he was a top Junior player, will look to use his experience.

Louis Quaynor– Part of he dynamic brother duo, luke has a super aggressive

game attacking with great serve and forehand. Previous Middlesex champion
in Junior age groups and now playing ITF tennis events.

Men’s 45 Singles
Barry Isaacs– All conquering in this age group and successive champion. His
blend of stamina strength and mental skills will as always be a force to be
reckoned with.
Paul Giacopazzi– A new face to the club and to the Finals, excellent all round
game the dark horse of the draw will provide a fresh challenge.
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